Deductive object-oriented frameworks integrate logic rules and inheritance.
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1 Introduction
In deductive object-oriented database languages, a class hierarchy and nonmonotonic inheritance is used for modeling an application domain. Facts can be derived either by classical deduction, or by inheritance: Assume that an object o is an instance of a class c, and it is known that a \typical" instance of c has a property p. Then, if it can consistently be assumed that p holds for o, it is added to the model. Exact notions are de ned in course of the paper. The combination of deductive rules with inheritance is signi cantly more complex than pure deduction or pure inheritance concepts (e.g., Description Logics), where e cient implementations exist. In this work, we study the restricted case where defeasible reasoning is only concerned with inheritance. This combination is particularly of interest in deductive objectoriented databases.
The AI Viewpoint. In the AI community, several frameworks for nonmonotonic reasoning have been presented which implement a notion of defaults (for an overview, see GHR94, Bre91] ).
Nonmonotonic reasoning is integrated into logic programming with negation such programs are evaluated wrt. well-founded semantics VGRS88] or stable semantics GL88, BF91] for an overview, see Dix95] . Moreover, extended l o gic programs allow negation in rule heads and provide two t ypes of negation, i.e., negation by failure and classical, strong negation, evaluated by extensions of stable and well-founded semantics Prz91, GL90] . Circumscription Lif94] uses the same syntax as rst-order logic (and classical logic programming), augmented with a special predicate abnormal. The intended models are those which minimize the abnormal predicate. In Default Logic Rei80, Poo94, MT93], defeasible reasoning is expressed by defaults: a:b=c denotes that, given a, if b can beassumed consistently, we can conclude c (precondition:justi cation/consequence). Default Logic is presented in more detail in Section 4.1. Inheritance Networks Tou86, Hor94] provide a comprehensive framework for specifying typical or atypical properties. An inheritance network is given as a graph, consisting of defeasible links and strict links, the former represent defeasible knowledge whereas the latter represent conditionals. An approach to inheritance in frame systems based on Circumscription is presented in Bre87] . As a semantic approach, preferential models Sho88, KLM90, Mak94] provide a very general formalization of nonmonotonic reasoning. Except inheritance networks, the above approaches are based on rst-order syntax. There, deductive rules can be incorporated into the consequence relation (e.g., defaults without justi cations, rules without the : abnormal-literal). A derived class-membership is supported (since classes are represented by predicates). In extended logic programs, Default Logic, and Circumscription, nonmonotonic reasoning is not restricted to inheritance, but includes general conclusions.
For the above frameworks, due to possible con icts, credulous and skeptical inheritance semantics can be de ned. According to Hor94] , for purely defeasible networks, the complexity depends on the exact de nition of the semantics, ranging from polynomial to NP-complete for mixed networks, complexity issues are not yet solved. Default Logic, in general, is not even semi-decidable although in the Theorist system PGA87], default reasoning has beenimplemented for empirical studies. Hence, the above approaches in their full extent are not very useful for practical systems. In Mor98], formula-augmented semantic networks (there, formulas can be inherited) have been successfully used in a commercial application.
The DOOD Situation. On the other hand, in the deductive database community, nonmonotonic features (except strict negation) are still very rare. The paradigm of deductive object-oriented database languages conceptually includes nonmonotonic inheritance, but this is not actually integrated into existing languages and implementations. Here, structural inheritance denotes a re ning, but not fully overriding inheritance on the signature level:
if a is a b, and the signature of class b provides a method m which results in type t, then a also provides m, resulting in a subtype of t. In contrast, value inheritance denotes the concept of nonmonotonic inheritance known from AI.
The early object-oriented logics focussed on complex objects, but still lacked a class-hierarchy or inheritance. A class hierarchy with only structural inheritance has been introduced in LOGRES CCCR + 90], IQL AK92], and ROL Liu96] .
Nonmonotonic value inheritance can be found in Gulog DT95] . There, the class hierarchy and class membership are static, thus, inheritance conicts can be detected a priori. Additionally, consistency wrt. scalar methods is enforced by the condition that for every ground method de nition, there is at most one rule instance which possibly de nes it. Programs satisfying these conditions are called \well-de ned", resulting in a very restricted language.
F-Logic KLW95] supports nonmonotonic value inheritance with overriding together with a class hierarchy w h i c h can be de ned by rules. It has been successfully applied for AI techniques in KS97]. In the F-Logic system Florid 1 FHK + 97], a T P -like operator evaluating the classical logic part of a program, and a trigger mechanism handling nonmonotonic inheritance are implemented. This semantics is investigated in Section 8.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the concept of inheritance from the AI point of view and relates it with the requirements on inheritance in the deductive object-oriented database area. Section 3 presents the syntax and semantics of F-Logic used throughout the paper and illustrates the problem arising from the combination of inheritance and 1 available from http://www.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/~dbis/florid.html. deduction. In Section 4, Default Logic and its semantics is introduced, and a characterization of inheritance by defaults is given. In Section 5, the global semantics of default theories via extensions as given in Rei80, Poo94, MT93] is investigated. In Section 6, we adapt the results to default theories consisting of a Horn program and the special \Horn-like" defaults which c haracterize inheritance, resulting in a Herbrand-style representation of extensions. In Section 7, the consequences of the previous sections for the special type of defaults needed for inheritance are investigated. In Section 8, we present the semi-declarative s e m a n tics which is de ned and implemented for F-Logic. This semantics is based on logical deduction, inheritance triggers and inheritance-canonic models. Section 9 shows the relation between the presented concepts wrt. the problem of inheritance and shows the equivalence and correctness of the F-Logic solution. Section 10 contains some remarks on set-oriented vs. element-oriented strategies, classifying properties of extensions, and implementation and complexity issues. In Section 11, we give some classic examples illustrating our approach and showing how di erent modeling concepts can be used to obtain the intended behavior. In another example, the concept is applied to implement dynamic behaviour, where the frame problem is solved via inheritance, also leading to an elegant solution of the rami cation problem.
Inheritance
The idea of inheritance in an object-oriented setting can informally be described as follows: Assume that an object o is an instance of a class c, a n d it is known that a \typical" instance of c has a property p. Then, if it can consistently be assumed that p holds for o, it is added to the model.
Inheritance Networks
For a formal direct characterization of inheritance and for reasoning about inheritance strategies, Inheritance Networks Tou86, Hor94] provide an intuitive and expressive graph-based framework. Here, direct means that reasoning in Inheritance Networks is done in terms of the network itself as a \semantical", path-based approach. This stands in contrast to translational theories where the consequences of a network are interpreted in some more standard syntactical nonmonotonic formalism (e.g., Default Logic, Circumscription, or Autoepistemic Logic, or the approach discussed in the present paper). Nevertheless, the concepts are best motivated in this semantical formalism and have then to be implemented in a target formalism.
Inheritance networks are more general than inheritance in the objectoriented model: Nodes correspond to individuals (nodes with only outgoing links) or to properties an individual can have, and links describe the connections between nodes. Here, defeasible links play the main role: a defeasible link from an property p to a property q means that a typical object which satis es p also satis es q, e.g., \being a bird ! ies". A negative link from p to q denotes that a typical object which satis es p does not satisfy q e.g., \being a bird 6 ! swims". Nevertheless, there are atypical birds, e.g., penguins which do not y but swim. Links from individuals to properties are e.g. of the form \tweety ! being a bird".
Strict links are an extension of basic inheritance networks, leading to mixed inheritance networks (cf. Hor94, Ch. 3]). Strict links denote that every/no object which satis es p satis es q, e.g., \being a penguin ) being a bird", or \being a penguin 6 ) being a mammal".
Mapping an object-oriented model to an inheritance network results in three types of nodes: objects, classes, and properties. The subclass-relation is encoded into strict links between classes, the is-a-relation is encoded into strict links from objects to classes, and inheritable properties are encoded into defeasible links from classes to properties. Additionally, facts and rules concerning only a single class or object can be encoded into strict links between di erent t ypes of nodes. Thus, the combination of deductive rules and inheritance results in mixed networks.
The following classics \Nixon Diamond" and \Tweety Triangle" illustrate the central concepts in inheritance. The corresponding inheritance networks are given in Figure 1 .
Example 1 (Nixon Diamond) We know that Nixon is a republican and a quaker. A typical republican's policy is being a hawk, the typical policy of a quaker is being a paci st. Now, there is a direct con ict with Nixons policy. 2 Example 2 (Tweety Triangle) Typical birds y. Tweety is a bird. Penguins are birds. Tweety is a penguin. Typical penguins do not y. Here, since \Tweety is a penguin" is more speci c than \Tweety is a bird", one should conclude that Tweety does not y, i.e., it is a typical penguin, but not a typical bird. Reasoning in inheritance networks is based on paths in the network. A path is a sequence of links where only the last link can bea negative link every path can beseen as an argument, e.g., in Figure 1 , the path Nixon { republican { hawk is an argument that Nixon is believed to be a political hawk. On the other hand, the path Nixon { quaker { paci st is an argument that he is a paci st, and not a hawk. The paths Nixon { republican { hawk and Nixon { quaker { paci st are said to be in con ict (here, we f o l l o w t h e notion of a mixed con ict, cf. Hor94, Ch. 3]). Both are equally reasonable, leading to two di erent solutions.
In the Tweety example, the path Tweety { penguin { bird { ies is an argument that Tweety is believed to be able to y, whereas the path Tweety { penguin { = ies is an argument that it is not. Again, these paths con ict each o t h e r , n e v ertheless, here, the conclusion that Tweety d o e s n o t y should bepreferred since it is grounded on the more speci c fact that Tweety is a penguin. The path Tweety { penguin { bird { ies is said to be preempted by t h e p a t h Tweety { penguin { = ies, thus it cannot be used for inference. On the other hand, the path Tweety { penguin { bird { lay eggs is not preempted.
The basic concepts of con ict and preemption are conceptionally clear and well-de ned, even in the case of mixed networks.
The semantics of inheritance networks is de ned in terms of extensions: intuitively, an extension is a set of paths (arguments) that an ideal reasoner might accept { i.e., must not contain con icting or preempted paths (for formal de nitions see Tou86, Hor94] ).
Nevertheless, there are several more involved notions, dealing with the intuitive \adequacy" of extensions:
Decoupling. Consider the inheritance networks given in Fig. 2 (from Tou86]) note that the networks show some similarities with the Nixon Diamond. Obviously, there is a con ict between the paths n { r { = p and n { q { p, both arguments are equally reasonable.
The left network allows an extension containing the paths n { r { = p, a { n { q { p, and b { n { r { = p: a typical n satis es r and does not satisfy p, whereas a is a typical n and satis es p. The path a { n { q { p is called decoupled in , the conclusions about a are not properly coupled with those about typical n's. b is another typical n which satis es r and does not satisfy p, although the net gives identical information about a and b. Here, prohibiting decoupling leads to the intended result that all typical n's behave l i k e a t ypical n should behave.
On the other hand, in the net on the right in Fig. 2 , an extension containing the paths n { r { = p and a { n { q { p is reasonable: although the con ict between n { r { = p and n { q { p is solved in favour of r, a which is a typical n, but does not satisfy r, is believed to satisfy q and p. Here, the knowledge about typical n's is in fact disjunctive information which does not actually need a decision how a typical n should behave, but which would better be solved for each individual n. In Section 11.1, we show h o w disjunctive information is handled in our approach. On-path preemption. In Hor94], on-path preemption is investigated as an additional mode of preemption: it occurs if a link in the net is a shortcut for a path, thereby overlooking more speci c information which would preempt the link (example: a direct link Tweety { bird in Figure 1 which w ould advocate concluding that tweety ies). When giving a formal characterization, it becomes obvious that several details of this idea can be understood di erently in di erent application areas. Using formula-augmented inheritance networks (there, formulas can beinherited) in a commercial application, Morgenstern Mor98] advocates di erent strategies from the application's point of view. In fact, it is unlikely that a uniform inheritance strategy can be given which p r o vides the intended semantics in all cases.
Inheritance in the Database Context
By path-based reasoning in inheritance nets, a large part of the conclusions is of the form \a typical x satis es p", or { even more general \typically, an individual which satis es p also satis es q". Only some conclusions are concerned with individuals, saying \it is reasonable to believe that a satis es p".
When applying inheritance concepts in the object-oriented deductive database area, the focus is not on general nonmonotonic reasoning, but on its consequences in a given database instance { i.e, on properties of individual objects. The more general conclusions of the form \a typical x satis es p", or \typically, an individual which satis es p also satis es q" are then subject to the application of data mining algorithms on the database instance.
By focussing on objects in a given database instance and their properties instead of reasoning about abstract typical individuals, some problems coming with the path-oriented approach of inheritance networks can be circumvented: con icts naturally occur when reasoning about properties of individuals, not when reasoning about typical properties of classes.
Obviously, the problem of decoupling is strongly related with the pathbased approach. It can nearly be ignored in the database setting { moreover, it even allows for specifying disjunctive information (cf. Section 11.1): For a class, properties can bede ned as inheritable to memberobjects although they are con icting if both of them would actually be inherited { the con ict (and the decision which alternative should bepreferred) can belimited to the instance level since there is no statement which properties a typical x should actually have. In Section 11.1, it is shown how the situation given in Fig. 2 is solved in this way. Similarly, on-path preemption is naturally solved by the approach which systematically propagates knowledge downwards the class hierarchy.
For object-oriented databases, the concepts of a class hierarchy and inheritable properties induce a special structure of the \network":
there are three disjoint t ypes of nodes: objects, classes, and properties, the class hierarchy is represented by strict links from (sub)classes and objects to (super)classes, facts are represented by strict links from classes and objects to properties, and by strict symmetric negative links between con icting properties, inheritable properties are represented by defeasible links from classes to properties (inheritable to subclasses and objects), ) these are the only defeasible links, thus there are no chains of defeasible links. In this model, there is a concise distinction between classes and objects since a class does not represent simultaneously its typical member (although a class can be regarded as an object of itself { which is a completely di erent notion) thus, con icts can be handled separately on class level or on object level.
Remark 1 Consider an inheritance network de ning a class hierarchy with inheritable properties of classes and properties of objects. Let be a decoupling-free extension of the network, containing a path o{c 1 { : : : {c n {c{p (i.e., o is a c via several intermediate classes c 1 : : : c n , and c provides the inheritable property p, and o is believed to inherit this property from c). Then, contains also the path c i { : : : {c n {c{p for every i (which results in believing that c i provides the inheritable property p).
2
On the other hand, deductive rules have in general no representation in inheritance networks 2 . Thus, inheritance nets are not suitable for formalizing inheritance in deductive databases. Instead, some syntax-based nonmonotonic formalism has to beemployed to meet the requirements of logic programming. For this work, we decided to use Default Logic. The following e ects of deductive rules on inheritance have to be considered:
con icts due to deductive closure: before inheriting, the deductive closure after inheritance has to be checked for con icts, derived class hierarchy and class membership: deriving membership in intermediate classes can lead to preemption.
The Inheritance Strategy
In inheritance networks, the conclusions are based on reasoning about paths which cannot be encoded into translational approaches { such as Default Logic. Thus, a formalization in Default Logic requires a di erent strategy which can beexpressed by formulas or rules. In this work, we adopt the inheritance mechanism from object-oriented programming languages: inheritance to a class or object takes place from a direct (OO programming: the minimal) superclass (which in course can inherit from its direct superclass(es)). With this, the problem of decoupling is solved in a natural way: a subclass or an object can only inherit properties which are known to be inheritable in a direct superclass. Note that, in contrast to class hierarchies in object-oriented programming languages, we do not require unique minimal superclasses.
Remark 2 As long as coupling is required, this localized strategy is equivalent with the path-based concept of inheritance nets: every path is equivalent to a sequence of inheritance steps downwards through the class hierarchy and deductive steps.
Let a{c 1 { : : : {c i {c i+1 { : : : {c n {p be a path where a is an individual, c i are classes, and p is a property, s u c h that the path is preempted by a n o t h e r path a{c 1 { : : : {c i { = p. Then, p is inherited to all classes from c n to c i+1 , but inheritance stops with the step from c i+1 to c i .
con icting paths result in a con ict in the uppermost node they have i n common. By changing the modeling, the con ict can bedecided either on the class level in some class they have in common, or on the object level at the receiving object (cf. Section 11.1). Formulas are built from atoms using rst-order logic connectives.
An F-Logic rule is a logic rule h b over atoms.
An F-Logic program is a set of rules.
2
Note that F-Logic does not distinguish between classes, methods, and objects which uniformly are denoted by id-terms also variables can occurat arbitrary positions of an atom. The semantics of F-Logic extends the semantics of rst-order predicate logic. Formulas are interpreted over a semantic structure. We restrict our discussion to Herbrand-interpretations where the universe consists of ground id-terms. An H-structure is a set of ground F-Logic atoms describing an object world, thus it has to satisfy several closure axioms related to general object-oriented properties: For an H-structure, the truth of atoms and formulas is given in the usual way KLW95]. Positive F-Logic programs are evaluated bottom-up by a T P -like operator including C`, providing a minimal model semantics:
De nition 3 (Deductive Fixpoint)
For an F-Logic program P and an H-structure H, T P (H) := H f h j (h b 1 : : : b n ) is a ground instance of some rule of P and b i 2 H for all i = 1 : : : n g T 0
? otherwise. Note that C`(H) = ? can also lead to the result ?. which is the F-Logic representation of the Nixon Diamond given in Example 1. Here, nothing can bederived by classical deduction. Both policiescan be argued to be inherited. Each of them can be inherited without any problem, making r nixon policy! ] de ned, \blocking" the other. Here, although there is no direct con ict when inheriting r nixon policy!hawk], the logical consequences require mrs nixon policy!hawk], leading to an inconsistency. Thus, a \responsible" semantics must not inherit in this situation, though leaving the policy of r nixon unde ned. 2. implicit: there can be facts which w ould be inconsistent with the inherited property, although they are not rejected by (1) (cf. Ex. 5). Here, (2) cannot beprovided by a non-defeasible encoding into logic rules. Instead, in the next sections it is shown that the framework of defaults covers the meaning of defeasible inheritance and how this can be integrated with the classical logic programming idea underlying F-Logic and similar deductive database languages. By this, application of defaults deals in a general way with the abovementioned two kinds of facts: 1. the precondition represents the explicitly required knowledge, 2. the justi cation lists facts which m ust be consistent with the knowledge, but not necessarily must belong to the knowledge.
Inheritance in Default Logic
In an inheritance framework, the superclass condition belongs to (1) whereas the checks that inheritance is not preempted and that the inherited value must be consistent with the knowledge (wrt. the logical rules of the program) fall under (2). For characterizing inheritance, only a specialized form of defaults is needed, called semi-normal defaults. Semi-normal defaults are of the form By Remark 1, inheritance along a path can be split into a sequence of smaller steps (until in every step, inheritance takes place from an immediate superclass) which do not require path-based reasoning:
(analogous for C 0 :: C.)
De nition 4 For a given F-Logic program P, b y P we denote the Horn default theory (D P P ) where D P contains the above default schema D inh for every arity of methods and for inheritance to subclasses. Let n max be the maximal arity of a method occurring in P. Then, D P contains for every n n max the following default schemata: forward-chaining, in ationary strategy can be de ned by replacing \Th(S f g) is consistent" with \Th(S i f g) is consistent", i.e. evaluating defaults against the current belief set. In contrast to Def. 5, in every step, we a l l o w the application of exactly one default (in Section 10.1.1 it will be proven that this makes no di erence as long as only positive programs and defaults with positive preconditions are considered). The strategy is in ationary in the sense that a default which has been once applied is not undone (which w ould require to undo also all its logical consequences) if in a later step one of its justi cations turns out to bewrong which is exactly the tested criterion in (2) of the above proposition.
Remark 5 There are two alternatives how to deal with this problem: (i)
forbid the application of defaults whose justi cations will be falsi ed later, or (ii) forbid the application of a default whose logical consequences would falsify the justi cations of another default which has been applied earlier.
As we see, the notion of extensions includes (i) whereas (ii) is much easier to implement. (i) leads to theories where no further default is applicable whereas (ii) can lead to structures where some defaults are still applicable. On the other hand (i) does not guarantee that such a structure exists, whereas a structure satisfying (ii) always exists.
We will see that (ii) is weaker than (i), but the di erence can becontrolled in case of inheritance. There is no extension where :q is consistent, and the default p : :q=r s is not applied in the construction of any extension. Thus, when the in ationary strategy chooses to apply the default p : :q=r s 2 GD + (fpg D ) i t r u n s i n to a garden path { it is not possible then to reach a v alid extension. If an in ationary extension S satis es the criterion given in Proposition 1(2), then S is also a cautious in ationary extension. incorporates a design decision which gives a higher priority to preemption than to re nement. This decision can be argued for or against { for a discussion which defends our decision, see Section 11.4.
For the forward-chaining strategy, the class hierarchy in S is not completely known when computing S i . Instead, the fragment already known in S i{1 must beused for checking the consistency of the justi cations. In D inh , a justi cation can beannulled in later s t e p s o n l y w h e n s o m e path is chosen which is not preempted in S i , but it turns out to bepreempted in later steps. This can be due to one of the following e ects: the set of in ationary extensions of + P , and the set of theories which can be computed by pre xes of computations of in ationary extensions of P such that (P1) does not occur. Corollary 1 For every F-Logic program P, the following sets coincide: the set of in ationary extensions of + P which can be c omputed such that (P2) does not occur, and the set of extensions of P .
2 Thus, by a voiding (P1), D + inh is a valid step to a correct in ationary strategy for inheritance. Avoiding (P1) does not introduce garden paths.
The in ationary strategy using D + inh (which is implemented in Florid) deviates from the \real" semantics only when after inheritance, a new intermediate class-membership is derived which preempts the path (P2).
Proposition 8 (Static Class Hierarchy) For an F-Logic program P with a static class hierarchy, the set of extensions of P and the set of in ationary extensions of + P coincide.
2
A non-static class hierarchy, (P2), and garden paths will be considered in Section 9.2.
Note that D + inh is designed only for use with the in ationary strategy: the part of the justi cation concerning potential intermediate classes has been dropped (the justi cation is only checked against the current fragment of an extension intermediate classes are precluded by the precondition { thu s , i t w ould be trivial).
Regarding the sets of extensions of P and + P , + P is too strong. Since in D + inh , the existence of an intermediate subclass is excluded in the justication, with the non-in ationary strategy, this condition is stated against the nal theory S.
The following example illustrates the relationship between P and + P , wrt. the in ationary and the non-in ationary strategy: In the next section, we describe the trigger-based inheritance mechanism de ned for F-Logic KLW95] which i s implemented in the Florid system. The mechanism implements exactly the non-cautious in ationary strategy for D + inh (this will be shown in Theorem 1).
Inheritance via Inheritance Triggers
The deductive part of F-Logic programs is evaluated wrt. an in ationary xpoint semantics (cf. Def. 3), additionally, user-de ned strati cation is supported. Non-monotonic inheritance is implemented via a trigger mechanism in a deduction precedes inheritance manner: The evaluation of a program is de ned by alternatingly computing a classical deductive xpoint and carrying out a speci ed amount of inheritance. The strategy is formally characterized as follows, based on inheritance triggers:
De nition 12 (Inheritance Triggers) Let H be an H-structure. The value of a method is inherited from a class to an object or a subclass only if no other value for this method can bederived for the object or the subclass, respectively. Hence, inheritance is done after classical deduction, leading to an alternating sequence of (deductive) xpoint computations and inheritance steps. Proposition 9 (Correctness of one-step-inheritance) Let P be a p r ogram and H an H-structure which is a model of P (i.e., H j = h b for every rule in P). For every t 2 T(H), if I t P (H) = T ! P (t(H)) is consistent, then it is also a model of P. For computing inheritance-canonic models, the process is stopped if there are no more active triggers. With this, the computation does not stop \in time", but often gets trapped in an inconsistency (which corresponds to a default whose precondition is satis ed and the method to be inherited is yet unde ned, but the result of inheritance is inconsistent). In such cases, the nal consistent H-structure is of interest. 
Inheritance-Canonic Models and In ationary H-Extensions
The computation of inheritance-canonic models implements the process described in Proposition 4 for computing in ationary H-extensions of the default theory + P :
Proposition 11
Let P be an F-Logic program. Then, the following sets coincide: the set of I P -sequences (cf. De nition 15) M 0 M 1 : : : M n such that M n 6 = ?, a n d the set of pre xes H 0 H 1 : : : H n of sequences of H-structures as described i n P r oposition 4 for + P (computation of in ationary H-extensions). is an in ationary H-extension of P . : follows immediately from Proposition 11 and the stopping criteria of both characterizations. 2. Follows from (1), Proposition 11, and Corollary 1.
With this, Proposition 8 can be extended to nal consistent inheritancecanonic models:
Theorem 2 (Static Class Hierarchy) For an F-Logic program P with a static class hierarchy, i.e. no isa -atom or :: -atom occurs in any non-fact rule head, the set of nal consistent inheritance-canonic models of P and the set of H-extensions of P coincide. 
Cautious In ationary Extensions for Inheritance
The relationship between extensions and in ationary extensions has been clari ed by Proposition 1(2), giving a criterion for identifying in ationary extensions which are no extensions: an in ationary extension S is an extension if every justi cation of every default which is applied in the computation of S is consistent with Th(S). By the concept of cautious in ationary extensions this property has been enforced allowing a forward-chaining construction.
For defaults of the form D inh occuring in the default theory of an F-Logic program, the only justi cation which c a n b e i n validated by later steps is that the path which has beenused for inheritance turns out to bepreempted. In Section 7, we have split this requirement into two parts: (P1) for the subclasses known at the time where the default has been applied, and (P2) for intermediate class-memberships which are derived in subsequent steps.
(P1) has been solved by using the revised default schema D + inh with the in ationary strategy (cf. Proposition 7). In presence of a non-static class hierarchy, ( P 2 ) can be termed as postemp- which yields an in ationary H-extension where postemption occurs: inheritance from cl1 to x is postempted by t h e intermediate class cl2 although it has been justi ed (i.e., the trigger has been active). There is no \justi ed" model since inheritance is postempted exactly if it takes place. Note that this is not a logical inconsistency as in Ex. 5 which would prohibit inheritance. Here, P has no extension a similar cyclic inheritance network is given in Hor94, Sec. 2.3.1] as an example for a network which d o e s n o t h a ve a (credulous) extension. For an extension base S of P , l e t strip(S) d e n o t e S without these formulas.
These formulas are only needed in course of the computation for avoiding preemption { facts induced by S and strip(S) are the same:
Extending Proposition 7, P also avoids the invalidation of a justi cation by (P2):
Proposition 12
Let P be an F-Logic program. Then, the following sets coincide: the set of Th(strip(S)) such that S is an in ationary extension base of P , and the set of theories which can be computed by pre xes of computations of in ationary extensions of + P such that (P2) does not occur.
2 Corollary 3 Let P be an F-Logic program. Then, the following sets coincide also with the sets given in Proposition 12: the set of theories which can be computed by pre xes of computations of in ationary extensions of P such that neither (P1) nor (P2) occur, and the set of cautious in ationary extensions of P , 2 Proof follows immediately from Prop. 7 and Prop. 2(1).
Note that the above theories can contain garden paths by avoiding (P2).
Here, the criterion of Proposition 3 can be applied. D inh turns out to be a good approximation for computing extensions:
Theorem 3
Let P be an F-Logic program. Then, the following sets coincide: the set of Th(strip(S)) such that S is an in ationary extension base of P and GD + (strip(S) D P ) = , and the set of extensions of P .
2
Proof follows from Proposition 12/Corollary 3 and Proposition 3.
The proof can alternatively be given directly, using the concepts instead of propositions and corollaries:
Proof The proof is divided into two p a r t s , e a c h for inclusion in one direction: is generated by a sequence of applications of defaults using P . Let S be the set of formulas which is generated by the corresponding sequence 
Inheritance-Canonic Models and Cautious Extensions
The intended semantics of an F-Logic program P are the H-extensions of P . Thus, the set of I P -sequences has to be restricted to sequences which are (P2)-free, i.e., where no postemption occurs,resulting in H-extensions or at least in cautious in ationary H-extensions.
The This requires only a slight modi cation in the concept of I P -sequences:
De nition 18
For an F-Logic program P, a sequence M 0 M 1 : : : M n of H-structures is an I P -sequence if M 0 = T ! P ( ) and for all i, there is a t i 2 T(M i ) s u c h that M i+1 = I t i P i+1 (M i ) 6 = ? where P 0 = P and P i+1 = P i r(t i ).
Let S I (P ) be the set of H-structures H such that there exists an I P -sequence M 0 M 1 : : : M n = H, and I t Pn r(t) (H) = ? for every t 2 T(H).
2
Proposition 13 (I P -and I P -sequences) Let P be an F-Logic program. Then, 1. for every I P -sequence M 0 M 1 : : : M n , e v e r y M i is a model of P, 2. every I P -sequence is (P2)-free, and 3. every I P -sequence i s a pre x of an I P -sequence. 
, thus, the step M i{1 ! M i is also an I P -step.
Theorem 4 Let P be an F-Logic program. Then, S I (P ) = fT ! strip(S) j S is an in ationary extension base of P g : 2 Proof Analogous to Theorem 1(1). Theorem 5 (I P -sequences and cautious H-Extensions) Let P be a n F -L ogic program. Then, S I (P ) is the set of cautious in ationary H-extensions of P . There is still the discrepancy between S I (P ) (corresponding to cautious in ationary extensions) and (H-)extensions due to garden paths (cf. Proposition 3):
Theorem 6 (I P -sequences and H-Extensions) Let P be a n F -L ogic program. Then, the following statements are e quivalent:
H 2 S I (P ) and I t P (H) = ? for every t 2 T(H), H is an H-extension of P .
2 Proof Here, we use the fact that every H 2 S I (P ) is computed by augmenting the program by r(t) for every red trigger t. The cautionsness of these rules avoids that garden paths are postempted by introducing intermediate classes which have not beenknown when the respective default d had beenapplied: the ring of any trigger which would cause the garden path to be postempted leads to an inconsistency due to r(d).
Thus This is all we can do. When applying a default, it is in general not decidable if it is a garden path. Thus, the only way to compute the extensions is to compute S I (P ) and to discard those H-structures which contain garden paths by the above criterion.
A First Conclusion With the strategies of I P -and I P -sequences, the semantics of cautions and non-cautious in ationary extensions can beimplemented in F-Logic in a forward-chaining way. In ationary means that no application of a default is undone.
Miscellaneous

Element-oriented vs. Set-oriented Application
Comparing De nitions 5 and 8, one sees that in the rst case, all applicable defaults are applied in a step where in the latter case, an individual default is chosen. Sections 6 and 8 follow the latter strategy. In this section, we investigate the situation where an arbitrary subset of applicable defaults is applied or an arbitrary set of active triggers is red, respectively. Thus, if the criterion given in Prop. 1(2) is tested after the computation, applying one default at a time or applying arbitrary defaults at a time yields the same set of acceptable structures. Moreover, application of only one default leads to less results which h a ve to be rejected by this criterion.
The Horn Case: Positive Programs and Positive Preconditions
In the Horn case, Herbrand structures are considered instead of general theories, hence, there is no explicit knowledge about negative literals. For an applicable rule or default whose applicability depends on a negative atom, it is possible that it is not applicable in a later stage of the computation, thus, the results of the previous section in general do not hold. In this section, we consider positive F-Logic programs P and the corresponding default theory P .
Proposition 16 Thus, also in this case, it is su cient to apply one ground instance of an applicable default at a time.
Inheritance via Inheritance Triggers
The same coincidence still holds when application of defaults in H-structures is formalized by triggers:
Proposition 17 For an F-Logic program P, l e t J P -sequences be de ned l i k e I P -sequences (cf. De nition 15), exce p t t h a t f o r a l l i, there i s a T i T(M i )
such that M i+1 = I T i P (M i ). Then, the set of I P -sequences which are (P2)-free coincides with the set of J P -sequences which are (P2)-free. Proof Again, the proof is analogous to Proposition 15.
Since I P -sequences enforce (P2)-freeness (by a u g m e n ting the logic program accordingly), the above proposition yields the following (cf. Theorem 5):
Corollary 5 For an F-Logic program P, let J P -sequences be de ned like I P -sequences (cf. De nition 18), exce p t t h a t f o r a l l i, there i s a T i T(M i ) such that M i+1 = I T i P i+1 (M i ). Then, S J (P ) is the set of cautious in ationary H-extensions of P and for every H 2 S J (P ), if I t P (H) = ? for every t 2 T(H), then H is an H-extension of P .
2 Thus, for positive F-Logic programs, it is su cient to consider only strategies which apply one trigger at a time.
For regarding negation in logic programs in combination with default reasoning, one has to de ne a semantics combining strati ed, well-founded, or stable semantics with defaults. In the current system, a user-strati ed semantics is implemented. In MLL97], a well-founded evaluation of F-Logic programs has been presented.
Classi cation of H-extensions.
Often the semantics of nonmonotonic frameworks is classi ed by regarding several structures which are regarded as models of a given input F: the sceptical (conservative) perspective accepts only facts which are true in all models, the credulous (liberal, brave) perspective accepts all facts which a r e true in some model, and the choice perspective simply yields (nondeterministically) one of the models (cf. McD82]).
It is well-known that under most approaches (including circumscription and normal Default Logic), the union of two models is inconsistent, i.e. the credulous semantics yields inconsistent structures. This also holds for logic programming with inheritance (cf. Example 1). In case of logic programming without negation and with inheritance, the sceptical perspective always yields a model (this is not the case when negation is allowed). The choice perspective always yields a model, but is nondeterministic.
In the above approach, I P -a n d I P -sequences are representatives of the choice strategy. By exploring the state space of I P -sequences systematically, i.e. computing S I (P ), sceptical and credulous semantics can also be implemented.
Instead of comparing all elements of S I (P ), a localized sceptical or credulous strategy can be implemented by comparing possible inheritance steps:
De nition 19 (Credulous and Skeptical Firing) A trigger t 2 T(H) is credulously applicable in H if the subsequent deductive xpoint T ! P (t(H)) is consistent (i.e., no scalar method is assigned two di erent v alues).
A trigger t 2 T(H) is skeptically applicable in H if the subsequent deductive xpoint T ! P (t(H)) is consistent and there is no trigger which is active i n H and blocked in T ! P (t(H)).
For comparing transitions and computations, the degree of credulity, s k epticism, abnormality, and unde nedness can bemeasured as the numberof blocked triggers or non-red active triggers: for an H-structure H and an I P -sequence H 0 H 1 : : : , cr(H n+1 ) : = cr(H n )+jft j t 2 T(H n ), t is blocked in H n+1 gj sc(H n+1 ) : = sc(H n )+jft j t 2 T(H n ), t is still active i n H n+1 gj Additionally, t h e n umber of \abnormal" objects wrt. inheritance, i.e. objects whose properties di er from those of a typical object of their class can be used for comparison: If a trigger is postempted by introducing an intermediate class with a di erent value of an inheritable method (cf. Example 12), the intermediate class comes up with a blocked trigger for every memberobject. Thus, postemption is in general expensive wrt. credulity and abnormality.
Implementation
In the current Florid implementation, indirect con icts due to multiple assignment o f scalar methods are handled di erently: By equating two objects if they are results of the same scalar method application to an object, there is no notion of inconsistency. The semantics is de ned to bethe set of states which are reachable this way where no more inheritance triggers are active. Additionally, a strategy is implement e d i n a n i n ternal version of Florid where all active triggers are red.
As long as no object creation takes place, every T ! P computation is polynomial. Since the number of potential triggers is also polynomial, an Hextension H 2 S I (P ) (or S I (P )) can be computed in polynomial time. With object creation, the computations can become in nite.
By implementing defaults a:b=c as general triggers which are active i n a n H-structure H if H j = a and T ! P (H b) 6 = ?, the approach can be extended to defaults where the justi cations are conjunctions of atoms.
Examples
The examples in this section show that the class hierarchy and the handling of class information must be carefully designed to cover the intended meaning. With an appropriate design, various application semantics can beencoded into the behavior of inheritance. The last example shows how the inheritance mechanism can be \misused" to implement a state sequence with a built-in frame semantics.
Disjunctive Information
Consider again the Nixon Diamond (cf. Examples 1 and 3) and the Nixon Family (cf. Ex. 5). Here, the fact that Nixon is a quaker and a republican represents disjunctive information. In the diamond, both policies can be inherited. In the Nixon Family, inheriting policy ! hawk turns out to be inconsistent, thus, policy ! paci st is inherited.
As an abstraction of this case, a class Republican Quaker can beintroduced. Here, T ! P ( ) = P, the method rep quaker policy ! ] is still unde ned. Here, T ! P ( ) = P f r nixon isa quaker r nixon isa republican x ample isa quaker x ample isa republicang :
Thus, in the inheritance step, both policies can be inherited individually by r nixon and x ample.
Con ict Detection on the Class Level
Consider the following example, taken from Hor94] for illustrating mixed preemption the inheritance net is depicted in Fig. 5 . Here, Hermann is a native speaker of Pennsylvania Dutch, thus, also a native speaker of German (g). Typically, native speakers of Pennsylvania Dutch (pd) are bornin Pennsylvania (p), thus, born in the USA (u). On the other hand, native speakers of German are typically not born in the USA. The concept of mixed preemption interprets the combination of the defeasible link pd{p and the strict link p{u as a unit, thus, being more speci c than pd{g and g { = u. Consequently, Hermann is believed to be born in the USA. In the F-Logic equivalent the class hierarchy m ust be accordingly designed: Thus, inheritance could result in native sp penn dutch born country !germany], which i s o b viously wrong { here, the con ict (which preempts the path Hermann { Pennsylvania Dutch { German { Germany) i s s e m a n tically located on the class level.
In P it has been forgotten to de ne native sp penndutch born country ! ], either by a fact, or by a rule. The clean alternative is, to lift the above r u l e to the class level: P 0 := P f C born country !usa] C born state !pennsylvania]g: Now, T ! P 0 ( ) = P 0 f native sp penndutch born country !usa]g and the active triggers are (hermann isa native sp penndutch, born state !pennsylvania) and (hermann isa native sp penndutch, born country !usa) . After inheritance (one or two steps, depending on the chosen trigger and strategy), the intended model containing hermann born country !usa] is obtained.
Generalizations as Classes
Another problem occurs, when clich es (and chains of clich es) are used: in this case, there is no strict inclusion between the classes of objects actually satisfying these properties, but only a strict inclusion of objects belonging to classes which are believed to satisfy these properties. Here, also a classic example is given in Hor94] 9 . The network is given in Figure 6 . Here, y is a lawyer. Lawyers are supposed to be both ambitious and socially useless. People who are ambitious tend to beaccomplished. Most accomplished people are socially useful. Here, obviously, this is not a class hierarchy (then, it would simply be inconsistent): e.g., ambitious people are not necessary accomplished. Note that this network mainly consists of a chain of defeasible links, representing clich es. As stated in Section 2.2, this chain cannot be mapped immediately to a network as required in the database setting.
On the other hand, the clich es apply stepwise on an abstract level: the class of lawyers is a subclass of the people who are supposed to be ambitious (due to their profession) { most of them actually are ambitious. People who are supposed to beambitious are a subclass of people who are potentially accomplished { again, most of these actually are accomplished. Most accomplished people are socially useful as a hypothesis this can beassumed also for people who are assumed to be accomplished.
Only the dotted lines in the net, i.e, that y is not ambitious but accomplished represent hard facts about y.
In the net, without the dashed lines, the path y { lawyer { . . . { useful is preempted by the path lawyer { = useful. With the dashed lines, the path y { accomplished { useful is not preempted, thus it is simply in con ict with y { lawyer { = useful.
In the F-Logic representation, the focus is on the classes of people who are supposed to satisfy some property: T ! P 00 ( ) = P f y isa actually accg and the triggers (y isa lawyer, useful !no) and (y isa actually acc, useful !yes) . are both active. Thus, both results are possible.
Playing with Preemption and Unsupported Conclusions
D inh gives a higher priority to preemption than to re nement. This con ict can theoretically occur when an inheritance default D inh is applied on a path which later { enabled only after application of this default { is re ned by introducing alternative intermediate subclasses such that a preempted and a non-preempted re ned path emerge. We decided not to accept the re nement in this case.
We present t wo slightly di erent v ersions of such (theoretical) scenarios for arguing that our \restrictive" strategy is reasonable. Both are versions of a diamond: The trigger mechanism can be used to insert atoms into the database after a deductive xpoint has been reached by specifying a suitable class hierarchy. With this, a state-by-state evaluation of a logic program can beenforced, de ning the state sequence via a sequence of deductive xpoint computations.
Inheritance can beused to implement a solution of the frame problem in an elegant way: Every state is made a class, and each of its immediate successors (for linear time: its unique successor) is a subclass of it. By controlling the evolution of the class hierarchy, it is possible to compute the changes performed in a transition, then making the successor state a subclass of the current state (as a class) and inheriting the frame knowledge in a single step without explicit deduction.
To provide the frame semantics, every method application which i s dened in some state has to bedetermined in the subsequent s t a t e either by the action performed in a transition and possible rami cation e ects, or it is inherited in the subsequent inheritance step.
Example 16 This example makes use of path expressions and object creation in F-Logic: if m and o are id-terms, the path expression o:m, denotes the object resulting from applying m to o (if this object does not already exist, it is created when some object atom (o:m) : : : ] is de ned).
Consider the following classical example for rami cation: When pulling the plug from a lled tub, not only the plug is pulled in the next state, but additionally, the tub runs empty. We start with a set of facts describing state 1 with a lled tub:
H 0 = fx isa tub, (x.1) lled !true], (x.1) plug !in], (state.1) active !true]g . The state sequence is formalized by
